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Abstract:
Our usage-based analysis of corpus data on Russian particles addresses both theoretical questions about the cognitive status of parts of speech and practical concerns about how particles should be represented in models of grammar used for natural language processing, intelligent computer assisted language learning, and rule-based machine translation.

Langacker (2013: 96, 115-117, 122) accepts that the use of part-of-speech terms such as noun, verb, adjective, etc. is unavoidable, but cautions that, like other linguistic cognitive categories, parts of speech have fuzzy overlapping boundaries and are necessarily motivated by a conceptual basis (i.e., they fulfill the “content requirement”). In Langacker’s Cognitive Grammar, for example, a noun profiles a thing (prototypically a conceptually autonomous stable material object in space), whereas a verb profiles a relationship (prototypically an immaterial event in time conceptually dependent on its participants). Langacker’s analysis can be extended to categories such as adjectives, adverbs, prepositions, etc. and most of these categories are also descriptively valuable for computational modeling of grammar, although significant challenges in part-of-speech tagging remain (Manning 2011).

However, particle lacks a coherent conceptual basis as a part-of-speech category. The Academy Grammar (Švedova et al. 1980: 723-731) defines particle for Russian as the class of “non-lexical” words that perform a broad spectrum of functions, including expressing “the widest possible range” of characteristics. The authoritative Grammatical Dictionary of Russian (Zaliznjak 1980) lists over 100 “particles” in Russian, many of which have multiple part-of-speech designations. Given the high frequency of some “particles”, the resulting ambiguities pose a major challenge to computational modelling of Russian.

We focus on nine high-frequency particles that are ambiguous across various parts of speech (ved’, da, daže, ešče, že, li, net, slovno, tak). A ten-fold cross-validation of hand-tagged corpus data using a Hidden Markov Model trigram tagger achieves very poor accuracy, suggesting that the tagging of “particles” is inconsistent. This is probably not surprising given that the guidelines for tagging of “particles” in the Russian National Corpus (Sičinava 2005) are inadequate.

We offer a new set of annotation guidelines for Russian particles that is based upon corpus data and eliminates many of the problems posed by this group of words, largely by reassigning them to other parts of speech. We then show how this can improve tagging so that an automatic tagger can achieve better accuracy while also better reflecting our theoretical understanding of parts of speech.
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